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Wath takes its name from the Old Norse word for a ford, vað. 
In its earliest written appearances it was Acchewath – the ford 
belonging to a Danish settler called Aki. For centuries the 
village was an important crossing place on the River Nidd.

In a secluded spot behind the village pub is a handsome  
but unassuming stone building with a steep slate roof. It is 
embellished with a cupola, a small decorative dome, on the 
ridge and a gable-end bellcote. Attached to it is a cart shed 
and stables, and a row of cottages.

Above the main entrance in the gable facing the lane is a 
cast-iron girder with an inscription which gives a clue to this 
building’s former use. It says, ‘Mill rebuilt 1880’.

In fact, the history of Wath Mill goes back much further than 
that. It stretches all the way from the reign of Henry VIII in the 
16th century through centuries of momentous change to  
the present day.

The quiet village of Wath in Upper Nidderdale  
has an unexpected side to its past. For more  
than four hundred years this sleepy place  
was a vibrant scene of industry.

The story of Wath Mill

The past preserved
It’s not especially unusual to find a former mill in a village  
in Nidderdale. What is so remarkable about Wath Mill is  
its time capsule-like state of preservation. 

When it closed its doors in the 1930s, the Victorian milling 
machinery inside was simply mothballed and left as it stood. 
For the better part of a century the mill has shielded its  
secrets from all but a few pairs of eyes.

When the Upper Nidderdale Landscape Partnership was 
started in 2014, we made Wath Mill one of our four Flagship 
Heritage Sites and began working with the owner to dust  
it down and bring it back into the light of day.

We made repairs to the building and began to invite members 
of the public to see it on a series of open days.

This booklet tells the mill’s story. It is based on research  
by the Nidderdale Chase Heritage Group, whose work we 
gratefully acknowledge.
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Early years: the 16th century
The earliest mention of Wath Mill in historical documents comes in 1527. 

In that year a miller called Miles Smith made an agreement 
with Abbot William of Fountains Abbey. Miles Smith would 
dismantle an existing corn mill on the west bank of the Nidd 
at Foster Beck and move it a mile upstream to Abbey land 
adjoining its grange at Sigsworth, in what is now Wath.

The deal promised to profit both parties. Miles Smith would 
shoulder most of the risk, undertaking to create a millpond 
and dam, and to maintain the mill at his own expense for the 
next 20 years. From the tenant of Sigsworth Grange he rented 
part of a pasture on the south side of the mill ‘lying with the 
dam and the water sewer’ at a cost of 6s 8d paid at Whitsun 
and Martinmas.

In return he got the backing of one of the country’s mightiest 
landowning enterprises. The abbey would provide the large 
timbers for any necessary repairs. By this point in history 
England was already one of the least wooded countries in 
Europe; timber was a valuable commodity.

The miller’s trade 
Milling was a skilled job. Corn mills did not have large 
workforces, and the miller had to be a jack of all trades. 

He or she had to be able to deliver well-ground meal or flour, 
maintain the water supply, look after the dam and leats, and 
perform basic maintenance on the machinery so as not to 
have to call upon the services of expensive millwrights. 

Milling in the 16th century could be immensely lucrative,  
but it could just as easily prove ruinous. Much depended  
on the weather. A bad harvest that drove up the price of  
corn or a drought that brought the milling machinery to  
a grinding halt could be a fast track to destitution.

Some of the reasons for the 
volatile nature of the miller’s 
trade went back to the Norman 
Conquest in 1066.

Before then, most households 
ground their own corn to make 
flour. But the Norman invaders 
imposed a feudal custom called 
‘milling soke’. Henceforth, all 
grain grown on the lord’s estate 
had to be ground at the lord’s 
corn mill.

 

Everyone else was forbidden 
to own a millstone. Milling had 
become a magnate’s monopoly, 
and every medieval manor soon 
acquired its own watermill  
to capitalise.

The great monasteries were a 
little slower to get in on the act. 
To begin with, their statutes 
forbade them to engage in 
milling for income although 
they were allowed to grind corn 
for the monks’ use. But in due 
course they started quietly to 

ignore their own rule, building 
new mills and subletting for a 
profit. Long before the 16th 
century, when Wath Mill was 
added to their property portfolio, 
the monks of Fountains Abbey 
were very much on a business 
footing.

That was where men like Miles 
Smith came in. Their job as 
millers was to serve monastic 
granges which were often a 
long way from their parent 
abbeys, keeping them self-

supporting and attracting a good 
commercial return. They profited 
when times were good but could 
be reduced to extreme poverty 
in times of hardship.

Miles Smith was staking his 
livelihood when he pledged his 
services to Fountains Abbey for 
two decades. He had no way  
of knowing that the mill he 
founded would last for over  
four centuries.

‘Milling soke’
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Above: An artist’s impression of how the medieval mill may have looked.
© Rob Lees
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Prime location 
To stay on the right side of fortune, a wise miller kept on  
the lookout for new, more efficient means of plying his trade. 

That was probably why the mill at Foster Beck was moved  
to Sigsworth. It needed space for upgraded machinery,  
extra waterpower, a pool of additional labour and better  
transport connections.

Suitable sites with a source of water to power milling machinery 
were much sought after. Dauber Gill Beck, which tumbled from 
the hillside above Wath, fitted the bill admirably.

The crossing place over the River Nidd nearby, meanwhile, 
further enhanced the appeal of the site. Wath takes its name from 
the Old Norse word for a ford, vað. Even before it was replaced 
with a bridge, the ford gave the little settlement an economic 
importance out of proportion to its size.

In the 16th century, Wath’s accessibility made it a prime  
location. Perhaps it is no coincidence that the earliest evidence 
for a bridge at Wath comes at about the time the mill went  
into operation.

Right: Following the Dissolution 
of the Monasteries, Fountains 
Abbey and its estates were 
bought by Sir Richard Gresham 
in 1540. 
GavinJA – Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.
php?curid=28144080

Although it’s now referred to 
as Wath Mill, a usage we’ve 
followed in this booklet, for most 
of its working life the mill was 
known as New Bridge Mill.

The reason has to do with the 
historic boundary of the two 
townships that Wath straddles.

Historically, a township in 
England is a local division of 
a large parish. To the north of 
Dauber Gill is the township of 
Fountains Earth, a vast stretch of 
land given to Fountains Abbey 
by the powerful Anglo-Norman 
landowner Roger de Mowbray  
in 1176.

On the other side of the gill is 
Bishopside, land that belonged 
to the archbishop of York.

Until the late 19th century the 
name Wath was reserved for the 
settlement on the Bishopside 
bank of Dauber Gill, whereas 
the settlement on the other 
bank was known as New Bridge. 

The mill was named according 
to the side of the beck it stood 
on. To this day, Wath is split 
between two civil parishes 
which correspond to the old 
townships.

Wath Mill or New Bridge Mill?
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In the event, the business arrangement between Miles Smith 
and Abbot William would outlive Fountains Abbey. 

The abbey was dissolved in 1540, during the seismic series of 
historical events known as the Dissolution of the Monasteries, 
when Henry VIII disbanded all the abbeys, convents, friaries 
and priories in Wales, Ireland and England and disposed of 
their assets. Fountains Abbey’s lands were sold to the former 
Lord Mayor of London Sir Richard Gresham, whose son  
Sir William spent half a century selling them off again a  
piece at a time.

Amid the papertrail left by these land sales, references to a 
mill in Wath crop up here and there. When the commissioners 
moved in to dissolve Fountains Abbey their valuation noted a

‘water corn mill in Nidderdale, late builded,  
called Newmyll and worth by year 6s 8d.’

Fifty or so years later, in 1594, property in Fountains Earth 
including a water corn mill was sold for the considerable sum 
of £1,100 to five men, Richard Higson, John Sagar, John Gill, 
Christopher Yates and Christopher Smyth, who divided the 
land amongst themselves. 

Christopher Smyth was still at the ‘New Mylne in Netherdale’ 
when he drew up his will in 1616. It is possible that he was a 
grandson of Miles Smith, the mill’s founder. He was obviously 
reasonably well-to-do, as he left twenty pounds to his wife 
Jennet, money to his daughters, and a brown cow, two hogs 
and seven sheep to other family members.

Dissolution of the Monasteries 
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The year is 1715, and the late Austin Pickersgill of Mickley 
has bequeathed his estates to his grandson John Beckwith of 
Masham, to be inherited when he reaches 21. They include  
land and property in Nidderdale at a place ‘commonly called 
New Bridge’. 

John Beckwith clearly did well out of his inheritance. When 
he sold the mill by auction in 1765, Thomas Jackson of Ilton 
and his son, also Thomas, bought it for £1,272 – roughly 
£245,000 in today’s money. The particulars of the sale 
provide us with the first description of the mill and its  
adjacent land holdings. They read as follows:

A messuage, tenement or dwelling house adjoining 
upon the mill hereinafter mentioned with the garth 
on the backside thereof called Kiln Garth containing 
by estimation 1 acre more or less, and also all that 
water corn mill and the kiln for drying oats to the said 
Mill belonging all of which said premises are situate 
at a certain place in Netherdale commonly called or 
known by the name of New Bridge Mill…

Notice the earliest reference to a kiln at Wath Mill for drying 
oats. Because grain can only be milled when its water content 
is below about 14%, facilities for drying it are essential in  
the British Isles.

Oats were the staple diet of 18th century farmers and 
leadminers in the Yorkshire Dales. They were ground into 
oatmeal and eaten as porridge, oatcakes, hasty pudding or 
gruel. At times when the price of oatmeal was high, farmers 
sometimes found it economical to buy their own oats at 
market and take them to a mill to be dried and ground.  
Wath Mill was in a good position to cater for this local trade.

Prosperous times:  
the 18th century
The next time we hear of Wath Mill is a century later.

Above: Drying oats remained essential 
to corn milling. The iron frame and clay 
tiled floor of the kiln in the current Mill 
were similar to these at Heron Corn Mill, 
Milnthorpe, Cumbria. 
© Louise Brown

Below: Tiles from the kiln. 
© Rob Light
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For generations, farming families in far-flung areas like Nidderdale had  
spun wool and woven cloth for their own use or to bring in extra income.  
By the 18th century, linen had replaced woollen cloth as the main product. 

As the population grew and standards of living improved, consumer 
demand for finer linen rose to the point where manufacturers struggled  
to meet it. 

Spinners and weavers still worked by hand in their own homes, the 
spinning and carding being done by the women and children and weaving 
by the men. In Knaresborough, about 15 miles down the Nidd from Wath, 
linen manufacturers who employed spinners and weavers at piece rates in 
their own homes found themselves having to go further and further afield  
to find enough pairs of hands.

The search was on for a solution to this labour shortage, and it came in  
the late 1780s in the shape of the power-driven spinning frame.

With the introduction of this new technology, the production of linen was 
quickly put on an industrial footing. Flax-spinning mills mushroomed along 
riverbanks, often on the sites of existing corn mills. The first flax mill in 
Nidderdale opened in 1795 at Smelthouses. In 1808 Wath Mill followed  
it into this promising new market.©
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Flux and flax:  
the early 19th century
Oatmeal fell out of favour after 1800 as wheat flour became 
more readily available. Mill owners, however, were already 
having their heads turned by an even more profitable 
product, linen.
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New opportunities 
It was in that year that Charles Harrison, clerk of the Peace of 
the Liberty of Ripon, invested in some property in Nidderdale. 

A house adjoining the Mill and the Kiln Garth,  
a water corn mill and kiln at New Bridge occupied  
by Joseph Metcalfe.

It wasn’t Harrison’s first investment at Wath. He had already 
bought most of the land surrounding Wath Mill that had been 
bought by Thomas Jackson in 1761.

It would seem that Charles Harrison had sniffed the wind and 
sensed an opportunity to invest in an expanding industry. 
By 1816 he was taking out fire insurance to cover a venture 
entirely novel for Wath: 

The newly erected factory or spinning mill,  
buildings, dams, weirs, mill ponds and soil.

Flax-spinning had arrived in the village. The same document, 
on the other hand, refers to a miller called Thomas Metcalfe 
who was tenant of the water corn mill. The fledgling spinning 
operation could obviously not entirely supplant the centuries-
old function of corn milling, and for the moment corn and 
linen would exist side by side in the village.

Uncertain years 
Perhaps Charles Harrison was merely waiting for fortune to 
smile on this new investment and planned to move his entire 
business enterprise over to linen in due course. If so, things 
were happening in the wider world that would soon threaten 
his plans. 

The growth of the flax industry in Nidderdale took place 
against the backdrop of war in Europe and civil unrest at 
home. The Napoleonic Wars had already disrupted the flax 
trade, causing the price to fluctuate wildly in 1807–09 and 
1812–13 and supplies of flax to run short.
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Left: Wath Corn Mill and mill pond clearly 
marked on the first edition Ordnance 
Survey Map published in 1853. The map 
also shows the parish boundary running 
along Dauber Gill dividing New Bridge in 
Fountains Earth and Wath in Bishopside. 
Reproduced with the permission  
of the National Library of Scotland

Above: Wath Mill pond with the Mill building in the background.
© Rob Light

Charles Harrison may have been emboldened by the 
economic boom that followed Waterloo in 1815. But it was 
shortlived. A post-war slump followed and the economy fell 
into depression, taking Harrison’s flax-spinning mill down 
with it.

A list made in 1819 of 67 mills in the Nidderdale area, 
giving information about how each was employed at the 
time (corn, flax, cotton or lead), includes New Bridge Mill 
but omits to mention anything that it was producing.  
It would seem that the mill had gone out of production  
and the machinery, perhaps for the first time since 1527, 
had fallen still.

Another change of owners
Charles Harrison died not long afterwards. Shortly before 
his death in December 1823 he made over his property  
to his son, who put it up for sale in the hope of settling  
his father’s debts. 

The Leeds Mercury advertised the sale.

A capital new erected Flax Mill, stone built and 
covered with slate, 7 new erected houses adjoining 
and a dry house at the west end of the mill. The mill 
is now at work with 12 frames of 32 spindles each, 
the machinery in good working order, tow and card 
frame etc.

The advertisement is also keen to point out that the village 
of Wath has plenty of spinners and weavers with no other 
textile mill within two miles to compete for their labour.

The sale of the mill, along with 180 acres of land, was 
completed in 1825. The new owner was George Francis 
Barlow, who already owned land in Bishopside. The Barlow 
family were to remain the owners of the mill for the next 
hundred years.

A brief recovery
George Francis Barlow’s timing was more fortunate than 
Charles Harrison’s. Between 1826 and the early 1830s there 
was a marked recovery in the linen trade. Wath Mill operated 
as a flax-spinning mill throughout the decade. It appears on  
a tithe map in 1838 as a linen mill.

By the end of the 1830s the linen trade had once again gone 
into a depression brought about by competition from Irish 
linen, cheaper imported cotton and high import tariffs from 
the French. Before long, many local flax mills were facing 
bankruptcy. Wath Mill was once again at a crossroads.
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The big cotton mills of the West Riding and Lancashire had 
one particular small object of desire: the wooden bobbin.  
The cotton thread was wound onto bobbins as it was spun 
into cloth. They were little more than turned wooden cylinders 
with a flange at either end to stop the yarn slipping off, but  
a typical mill would require several thousand of them –  
and someone had to make them.

Soon several Nidderdale flax mills had switched over to 
bobbin-making. Little Mill at Smelthouses was the first.  
Hollin House Mill at Glasshouses was not far behind.  
And in the early 1840s Wath Mill followed suit.

A local man called Mark Hannam, who had been brought  
up in the village in one of the cottages next to the mill and 
then worked as overseer at a mill near Leeds, went into 
partnership at Wath with a bobbin-turner called Jacob Pierce.

The enterprise would have required investment in lathes, 
which could be powered by the existing milling machinery.  
A supply of wood would have been needed, which 
Nidderdale’s coppiced woodland was well placed to  
provide, along with somewhere to stack it to season.

Staying afloat: the mid-19th century
While linen was in crisis, cotton was faring little better. Nevertheless, 
it seemed a safer investment in the ‘Hungry Forties’ than linen, and 
Nidderdale’s mills began to look to the cotton industry to rescue  
them from the slump.

Right: Long flapping drive belts powering  
lathes from a central drive shaft criss-cross  
the workshop of this Bobbin Mill in Leeds. 
© Nidderdale Museum

Unfortunately, the bobbin-making partnership was shortlived. 
In 1843, the Leeds Mercury announced:

Partnership dissolved. Notice is given that the 
partnership between Mark Hannam and Jacob Pierce, 
Bobbin Turners, Wath near Pateley Bridge has  
been dissolved. All outstanding debts to be paid to  
Mark Hannam who engages to pay all debts due  
on the partnership. 

The bobbin mill was advertised to let in 1845 but there 
is no sign that the business revived.

To let, a good Bobbin Mill of Eight horse power 
situate at New Bridge near Pateley Bridge in a 
very densely wooded neighbourhood. Immediate 
possession can be given and a quantity of dry wood 
may be taken at a reasonable valuation.
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Above: This account book from 
the Nidderdale Union Co-operative 
Society shows ground oats and 
wheat were in strong demand from 
customers at Wath Mill in 1865.
© Nidderdale Museum
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Faced with the latest in an apparently endless series  
of reversals, Wath Mill played to its strengths. By 
1851 the grindstones were turning and the place 
was once again in business solely as a corn mill.

This time the miller was a Londoner called Henry Palmer, 
who lived in one of the adjoining cottages with his wife 
Anne. The Barlow family were by now leasing the mill to 
the Nidderdale Union Society. It was run as a co-operative 
with 170 local shareholders. The Trustees of the New 
Bridge Flour Society appointed managers to run the  
mill on behalf of the co-op’s members.

In the 1860s the miller was Ralph Umpleby. The 
Nidderdale Union Society’s account book for the period 
1859–71 lists the mill’s sales of wheat, oats, maize and 
barley. Business seems to have been brisk enough.

However, in the 1870s cheap imports from America  
and a series of poor harvests disrupted cereal markets.  
At the same time expensive roller milling machines, which 
could manufacture fine white flour on an industrial scale, 
began to take over from millstones. Traditional rural mills 
found it hard to hold their own, especially when the 
railways brought their competitors’ products directly  
to their local markets.

Small-scale milling now went into terminal decline.  
By the end of the 19th century virtually every surviving 
corn mill in the Dales had closed. At the eleventh hour, 
however, Wath Mill was saved by a blessing disguised  
as a disaster.

Disaster and renewal:  
the fire of 1878
The disaster struck on 13th December 1878.  
In its next edition the Pateley Bridge and Nidderdale 
Herald carried the following dramatic story.

Wath Mill burnt down early on Friday morning, 
the 13th inst. The corn mill at Wath near Pateley 
Bridge in the occupation of Mr. R. P. Umpleby was 
discovered to be on fire by a person who lived near 
the place. […] He at once alarmed all the neighbours 
and they were speedily on the spot, but it was too 
late to save anything for afterwards the floor gave 
way precipitating all the stones and machinery 
to the ground floor and the roof fell in almost 
immediately afterwards leaving nothing but the outer 
walls standing. Exertions were directed to save the 
adjoining property which consisted of stables and  
a row of cottages. […] We understand there was  
a considerable quantity of grain and other material  
on the premises. […] The machinery and stones  
are almost valueless through their having been  
broken and otherwise rendered useless.

The blessing in disguise was the fact that the premises were 
insured against fire. It was a golden opportunity to use the 
insurance payout to equip the rebuilt mill with the very latest 
in technology.
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The Daverio  
roller mill
Hiding in a dark corner below a staircase at  
Wath Mill is the extraordinary legacy of those  
events. It is a Daverio roller mill, which in  
1880 when the mill reopened was the state  
of the art in milling machinery.

Only a few are known still to exist anywhere in the world.  
The one at Wath Mill may well be the only survivor in Britain.

Gustav Daverio was a Swiss engineer of the firm Daverio, 
Siessardt and Geisler. He was born in Milan in 1839 
and died in Zurich in 1899. He became a pioneer in the 
introduction of roller milling technology. 

The machine that bears his name worked on the principle 
of ‘high grinding’, the incremental reduction of grain into 
flour by repeatedly regrinding and sifting to remove the 
bran. That was as opposed to the ‘low grinding’ done by 
millstones, which produced a much coarser grade of flour.

In the 1870s his invention was being advertised in the 
weekly trade magazine The Miller, and was described as

‘a climax to years of prolonged labour, experiments 
and experience and […] recommended as the best  
in existence’.

Equipped with this coveted machine, and with a new tenant, 
Matthew Teal, miller and farmer, Wath Mill rose from the 
ashes and went back into production.

Right: The Daverio Roller Mill was state of 
the art technology in the late nineteenth 
century flour industry.
© Mildred Cookson.  
Published in The Miller, 1st September 1880
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Above: Between 1907 and 1929 a railway line built by Bradford 
Corporation to service the construction of the Nidd Valley Water Works 
Scheme ran from Pateley Bridge to Angram reservoir. The line had a 
station at Wath which meant for a period in the early 20th century the 
village was connected to the national railway network, possibly extending 
the working life of the mill. 
© Nidderdale Museum

Closing time:  
into the 20th century
In May 1886, the Leeds Mercury published 
a small advertisement.

Corn Mill to let from August next.

A well-situated mill, 2 miles from Pateley Bridge 
with newly-fitted machinery, four pairs of stones. 

Miller’s residence and garth attached.

Apply Mr Leech, Wath Lodge, Pateley Bridge

The successful applicant for the vacancy left a year earlier by 
the departing Matthew Teal, who had been evicted from his 
farm and was later bankrupted after a dispute with his landlord, 
was the first recorded female miller at Wath. She was the 
recently widowed Mary Ann Kingham, who brought along her 
two sons as assistants.

The family were to remain in Wath until 1903 when they 
decided to move to Halifax and advertised their leftover 
equipment in the Pateley Bridge and Nidderdale Herald  
on 30 Sept 1903.

Mr Thomas Pullman is favoured with instructions  
from Mr Kingham (who is declining business) to sell  
by auction, all the carts, gearing, horse, trade, stack  
of hay, stack of bedding and a quantity of manure. 

The mill then changed tenants more than once in the years 
leading up to the First World War, all the while remaining in the 
ownership of the Barlow family, first Eustace Hepburn Barlow 
and later his sister Mary Cordelia.

John Gill was the miller in 1908. In 1910 he was replaced  
by John Joseph Walker, who with his wife Hannah lived  
at 1 Mill cottages in Wath until 1914.

The 1910 Farm Valuation gives us a fleeting picture of  
the mill and the miller’s cottage:

Water corn mill: 2 storeys, cart shed, loose box,  
3 stalled stable and loft, 2 pinholes.

Cottage: room and pantry, 2 beds, 1 attic,  
EC [earth closet], coals

3 acres of grassland and millpond.

At some point after the First World War the mill premises  
were rented out to the firm of T. and A. Stockdale, who ran 
other local corn mills. They paid rent for the mill and a cottage 
to Mr Thomas F. Brewster, the owner of the Wath estate, until 
1937. It would appear that the mill ceased to operate as a  
corn mill at around that date.

The closing chapter in the working life of Wath Mill came  
with the Second World War, when it was requisitioned by  
the War Department for use as a workshop for repairing farm 
machinery and tractors in support of the war effort. They 
continued to pay an annual rent of £15 up until 1949.

After that the doors were closed and the dust began to  
settle on four hundred years of milling history.



Inside Wath Mill
Entering the building today is an enchanting step 
back in time. The atmosphere of a vanished era still 
pervades the milling floors. The machinery, though 
still for decades, seems poised to crank back into life.

The mill consists of the main building on three floors with a 
separate room at the north end housing the water wheel and 
a mill yard to the south. To the east is an adjoining building 
which is the drying kiln. Alongside the drying kiln, facing  
onto the mill yard, are the stables.

Above: This drawing shows  
the key features of the re-fitted 
Mill following the fire of 1880.  
Most survive intact today.
© Rob Lees

Right: The large bevel gears, 
stone nuts and vertical shafts 
were re-set following the 
restoration work. 
© Dorothea Restorations
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How Wath Mill worked

1   THE WATERWHEEL

 All of the machinery was driven from the one waterwheel.  
It is housed in an extension to the mill. A maze of rotating 
shafts, spinning pulleys and gears, and long flapping drive-
belts criss-crossed the mill connecting the waterwheel to 
the machinery. Working here must have required constant 
vigilance to avoid injury.

 The wheel has a cast-iron hub and wooden spokes and is  
28 feet (8 metres) in diameter and 56 inches (1.4 metres) 
wide. It is backshot – that is, the water falls onto it just behind 
the summit of the wheel. Around the outside of the wheel are 
96 ‘buckets’, the pocket-like wrought-iron receptacles that 
catch the water and propel the wheel.

 There is an interesting anomaly at the bottom of some of the 
buckets: a square hole has been made after they were fitted. 
The hole would have allowed water to run down into the next 
bucket when the wheel was stationary so that the weight 
built up and set the wheel in motion. Perhaps the wheel was 
stubborn and had to be coaxed into turning. Another feature 
backs this theory up. A groove has been worn into the stone 
cill of the ground-level opening into the wheelpit. It looks like 
an iron bar has been repeatedly used to get the wheel started.

2   LAYSHAFT

 A shaft running at 90 degrees to the wheel and through  
the wall to turn the main driveshaft.

3   MAIN DRIVESHAFT

 This vast rotating shaft stretches half the length of the mill  
at floor level. It drove the millstones by means of four large 
bevel gears.

4  VERTICAL DRIVE SHAFT

 Four vertical drive shafts turned the millstones. 

5   LARGE BEVEL GEARS

 The large bevel gears and a series of ‘stone nuts’, or smaller 
horizontal cogs, with teeth set at 45 degrees, transferred 
power to the vertical shafts that turned the millstones. If one 
or more of the millstones needed to be disengaged from 
the power supply – because it wasn’t needed for a particular 
product or because the water level in the millpond wasn’t 
sufficient to drive all of the wheels at once – a forked lever 
could be used to lift its stone nut clear of the driving gear.

6   MILLSTONES

 There are four pairs of millstones. Only the top one in 
each pair, the running stone, rotated. The bottom one, the 
bedstone, was fastened to the hurst frame or hursting, the 
heavy wooden framework under the floor that supported  
the stones. The word hurst comes from an Old English  
word for a wooded hill.

 There are two types of stone to suit different products. Two 
pairs have smooth dressed surfaces for milling flour. They 
are, 4 feet (1.2 metres) in diameter, and the bedstones carry 
castiron maker’s plates reading W J & T Child, Hull and Leeds.

 The other two pairs are coarser gritstones, one set being 4 feet 
6 inches (1.4 metres) in diameter and the other being 6 inches 
(15cm) wider. The running stones still have their ‘mace and 
rynde’, the name for the ironwork which supports the stone  
on top of the spindle and drives it round.

 Each set of millstones was enclosed by a wooden tun, or vat, 
to contain the flour and direct it down spouts for collection. 
Only one set of mill stones is still enclosed in its tun. Two more 
survive, but are not in great shape. 

 The tuns would have carried a wooden ‘horse’, which 
supported and positioned a grain hopper, that fed the grain 
into the eye of the running stone. None have survived.
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Far left: The old hurst frames 
were removed, showing drive 
machinery below.

© Rob Light

Left: New hurst frames now 
support the weight of the 
millstones. 
© Dorothea Restorations

Above left: Before the 
restoration part of the first floor 
had collapsed due to the weight 
of the millstones.
© Louise Brown
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Since 1949 it had been used only as a storage space for the 
Wath Estate. Time had taken its toll. Damp had spread through 
the building, rusting the ironwork and rotting the timbers.

A section of the huge timber joists under the colossal millstones 
had rotted weakening the floor. The millstones, gears and drive 
mechanism needed rescuing from imminent collapse. 

During spring 2017 professional millwrights Dorothea 
Restorations restored the four sets of millstones and saved  
the huge timber joists. 

The upshot is that Wath mill has been safeguarded for  
future generations to appreciate and enjoy.

Above: During the restoration 
the millstones were moved into 
the centre of the first floor.
© Rob Light

Afterlife: Safeguarded  
for future generations
When the Upper Nidderdale Landscape Partnership 
began to work on Wath Mill, it was clear the owners 
recognised the importance of preserving the building 
and were keen to work with us. 

Although the Upper Nidderdale Landscape Partnership 
has come to an end, a group of volunteers will carry on 
introducing the mill to visitors on set days throughout  
the summer. Please see the Nidderdale AONB website  
for details of opening times and contact 01423 712950  
if you wish to volunteer.

nidderdaleaonb.org.uk
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1527 Agreement between Miles Smith and Abbot William of Fountains Abbey to move a water  
corn mill from Foster Beck to land belonging to the monastic lodge at Sigsworth in Wath.

1761  Jackson of Ilton paid £1,272 for Wath Mill which now included a ‘…kiln for drying oats.’

c.1816 Charles Harrison now operating a newly built mill at Wath for spinning flax, a booming  
industry in Nidderdale at the time. It is likely this is the building we see today.

 ‘A capital new erected Flax Mill…,7 new erected houses adjoining  
and a dry house at the west end of the mill.  
The mill is now at workawith 12 frames of 32 spindles each…’ 

 Leeds Mercury, 1823

1840 As the flax industry declined Mark Hannam installed lathes to turn bobbins for the cotton industry.

1880 New machinery installed including a state of the art Daverio roller mill. This is the machinery  
that survives today.

1939–1945 Mill building cleaned out and re-used as a workshop for the war effort.

Around 1936 T & A Stockdale close the mill. 

2017 Mill machinery associated with the millstones restored by Upper Nidderdale Landscape Partnership  
with funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund, Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings and  
Harrogate Borough Council.

1851 Wath Mill now milling wheat, oats, maize and barley under the management of the Nidderdale  
Union Society, a co-operative with 170 shareholders.

1878 Fire destroyed all but the external walls. 
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